
 

Summer Term 2 - Week 1 

Use this daily plan only as a guide if it is helpful. 

 

 

Monday 1st June 2020 

 Maths 

Log on to White Rose Maths Home-learning and begin ‘Summer Term - Week 6 (w/c 1st June)’ 

Select ‘Lesson 1,’ watch the video. Have a go at the corresponding activity sheet (Lesson 1 on 

the school website.)  

 English  

Read James Reeves’ poem, The Sea (Resources.) Use highlighter to mark examples of verbs used 

in the poem and make notes about the poem. By highlighting the verbs, you should begin to see 

how the poet personifies the sea. What kind of qualities does the poet give the sea? What verbs 

does he use to display these qualities? Identify other features of the poem, such as its rhyming 

structure and alliteration. 

Write up your rough notes into a neat explanation that shows what the poet thinks about the 

sea. You should aim to write at least half a page for this piece of work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday 2nd June 

 Maths 

Log on to White Rose Maths Home-learning and begin ‘Summer Term - Week 6 (w/c 1st June)’ 

Select ‘Lesson 2,’ watch the video. Have a go at the corresponding activity sheet (Lesson 2 on 

the school website.)  

 English 

Choose a favourite sea creature. Place a picture or photograph (or draw your own) of your sea 
creature in the centre of a piece of paper. Write words around it to describe how it looks and 
moves.  

Now, use your ideas to write sentences, using a rich vocabulary to personify your creature. 

You could start by writing a list of things that humans do and matching some of these actions 

to their sea creature. For example, ‘The crab grabbed the seaweed for his lunch’ or ‘The sea 

worm snoozed lazily on its rocky couch.’ Look at the range of personification poems to read for 

inspiration (in resources.) Challenge yourself to use a wide range of sophisticated vocabulary 
and write as many examples with as much detail as possible. 

 

Wednesday 3rd June 

 Maths 

Log on to White Rose Maths Home-learning and begin ‘Summer Term - Week 6 (w/c 1st June)’ 

Select ‘Lesson 3,’ watch the video. Have a go at the corresponding activity sheet (Lesson 3 on 

the school website.)  

 

 English  

Continue to draft sentences to form the basis of a poem about your sea creature. Use examples 

of personification where appropriate, deciding whether you will write a rhyming or non-rhyming 

poem. After completion, write a presentation copy in joined handwriting and illustrate it with a 

picture of their creature. See how many poems you can create (try and do at least 3.)  

If possible, challenge yourself to perform your poems aloud to people at home. 

Note: read your lines aloud when composing and use other sources (video, photography, non-

fiction books and other poems) to gain ideas.  



Thursday 4th June 

 Maths 

Log on to White Rose Maths Home-learning and begin ‘Summer Term - Week 6 (w/c 1st June)’ 

Select ‘Lesson 4,’ watch the video. Have a go at the corresponding activity sheet (Lesson 4 on 

the school website.)  

 

 English 

Why is the Ocean blue? Go on… find out and present it for me in whichever way you want 

(PowerPoint, written down, diagrams etc.) 

 

Friday 5th June 

 Maths  

Catch-up day 

 Reading  

The reading comprehension text and answers are differentiated and all 3 versions are on the 

one document. Choose the most suitable one for your child and only print the pages that relate 

to that one text – do not do all 3 versions. The text and questions get harder so for instance 

Year 4 should choose the first or second, Year 5 should choose the second or third and Year 6 

should choose the third. 

 


